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Report of a conference of specia-lists in mdustrial ed1tcation, called by the
United States Commissioner of Ed·ucation, and held at Atlantic City, N. J.,
Wednesday, Februat·y 23, 1921.

Representatives from 18 Stntes, the District of Columbia, and Canada were
present, as follows: New York, 15 ; Massachusetts, 11; Pennsylvania, 11; New
Jersey, 5; Missouri, 4; Oklahoma, 4; Illinois, 3; Delaware, 2; Indiana, 2;
Ohio, 2; Virginia, 2; Connecticut, 1; Iowa, 1; Kentucky, 1; Michigan, 1;
Rhode Island, 1; Tennessee, 1 ; Washington, 1; District of Columbia, 2; Ontario, Canada, 4 ; total, 74.
PROGRAM.
Chairman: WILLIAM T. BAWDEN, United States Bureau of Education.
General Topic: "The contribution of correspondence-Instruction methods to Industrial

·

education."
.
" Tbe progress of industrial education demands the careful examination, and utilization wherever practicable, of every menus that gives promise of meeting the educational
needs of those whp are not now served . by existing agencies."
It was announced that this conference would not undertake a discussion of "cor·
respondence schools," or their policies, but would endeavor to determine what features
of " correspondence-Instruction methods " may be utilized profitably In Industrial education.
(1) "Suggestive featut·es of correspondence-Instruction methods"; Robert B. Keller,
director, Industrial Service Division, International Correspondence Schools, Scranton Pa.
(2) " Instructional material adapted to classes of adult students in industrial plants " ;
R)lssell N. Keppel, director of trnilting, Standard Oil Co., Bayonne, N. J.
·
(3) "Suggestions to teachers: Development and use <•f supplementary Instructional
material 1n vocational training work" ; Charles R. Allen, agent for industrial education,
Federal Board for Vocational Education, Washington, D. · C.
( 4) "Correspondence instruction in Industry"; Robert H. Spahr, educational director,
Winchester Repenting Arms Co., New Haven, Conn.
( 5) Discussion from the floor.
(6) Summary of the discussion. Dr. David Snedden, professor of educatipn, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
StJGGES'riVE FEATURES OF CORR"t:SPONDENCE-INSTRUCTIO:r MET;:IODS•
R OBERT

B.

•

KELLER.

Correspondence Instruction is essentially a method of individunl lnstt·uction
made available to any number of persons. Its salient characterist:c is the
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method, and not the t act that it uses the mails.

Mr. A. J. Klein, in his Correspondence Study in Universities and Colleges, Bulletin No. 10, published by
the United States Bureau of Educa tion, says that " indeed the correspondence
method bas always been used in r esident instruction In certain subjects, and in
runny cases no other method is possible. English composition, for instance, cun
not be taught in any other way than by correspondence-study methods."
This methorl of teaching has possibilities far beyond our present experience.
By it knowledge of all kinds may be successfully taught over the widest
conceivable area, making It universal in scope. After all, the learning process
is an individual process, and it matters not whether the individual stuuies
alone o1· in a group, so fa r as this srstem is concerned.
Correspondence instruction begun with w1·itten language. The ancient
Romans used it, and there was in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in
England and Germany systematic instruction by this methocl. In this country
the fi rst lessons based upon thi s idea were published In 1865, but the plan
was not successful, chiefly because of the lack of helpful criticism of student
work. However, in 1882, the "Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle" gave
some correspondence instruction, and runny courses were evolved, but were sold
for fe-es that were too small to make it a lasting success.
To-clny there are 100 or more institutions, public, prl\·ate, and philanthropic,
offering such courses. Many of them use regular text or r eference books, with
no spec:al instructional service; others furnish specially prepa red texts with
a maximum of personal individual help to students.
In this way can be reached the great mass of industrial and commercial
workers, whom no other institutions can possibly i·each. It gives them the
education and training which they need in order that they may have the chance
in this age of freedom and democracy to rise to better work, more remuneration,
and a higher standard of living. Abraham Lincoln said: "I will study and
get ready, and maybe my ~hance will come." It is now within the reach of
all to lun·e the opportunity to "study and get r eady."
This spare-time study method does not compete with res ident schools. Its
own field of labor is unlimited, for where one boy or girl can spend three ot·
four years at a technical school or engineering college, there are 100 others
that ha,·e neither the t ime nor the money for the undertaking. A million
young men go out f1·om our elementary schools every year into industry totally
unprepared for. any vocation and with not more than a sixth-~rnde eclucation.
Night schools are r eaching some of these.
STUDY AT HOME.

There a re many outstanding advantages in this type of indus trial education.
First, the student does not have to leave home to secure an education and
vocational training, but it comes to him. He can keep right on at work studying during spare hours whenever it Is convenient to him. H e acquires the
habit of employing his leisure time profitably and develops through persistent
application and self-sacrifice traits of character that make him invahmbh!
to industry and society a t large. He is enabled to combine education and
experience · in a most practical -way, and this is perl1 aps the strongest argument fo r this method. The courses may be adapted to the neeus of men of all
ranl,s, whether they have merely the rudiments of an education or have n
college education, and the co!ft of furnishing and conducting correspondence
courses is less than the cos t of instruction of the same grade in r esident institutions.
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TYPES OF SER\'ICE RENDERED.

Opinions differ as to what constitutes adequate instruction by the corre·
spondence method. Some courses are solely reading courses, an<.l no instruction
is employed. We can not consider these now, but must confine our discussion to
those courses or methods which are really instructional in character, the pursuance of which inCludes in a greater or lesser degree the supervision of instructors. ·Ther e are, roughly speaking, three subd-i visions of the instructional type.
These are(a) The reading course method.
(b) The consultation service method.
(c) The Instruction paper and examination method:
The first of these consists of furnishing the student with a series of bound
volumes in which more or less definite assignments for study or reference are·
made. No written recitations are requh·ed of students. The consultation
service method consists of a series of textbooks with additional instructional
material l'n the form of prepared notes, lectures, and study assignments. Rec!tat:ons may or may not be required; the consulting .service is the outstanding
feature.
·
,. In the instruction paper and examhiation method, which really includes the
good features ·of the other two, each step in the progress of the student is
<:arefully laid out, and. it is to some of the features of this method that this discussion is confined. The texts are specially prepared and are usually put out
in loose-leaf or pamphlet form, and they contain all the material which is to
be studied. This plan giYes the student individual instruction in the theory
and practice of the subjects comprising the course. He writes out the answers
to the examination questions; and his written work, whether in the form
of answers or a drawing or a report, is sent to his Instructor. This work Is
examined, graded, corrected, and returned to the student. If the wo1·k falls
below a certain grade, it is returned to the student, asking for additional work
which must be satisfactory before he is allowed to proceed. If neeessary, a
~;tpecial tutor Is assigned to delinquent §tu<lents, and they are given such addi·
t iona ! help as their needs require.
An important feature of this method is the character of the textbooks,
which must be complete, practical, and easy to understand. Such texts can be·
prepared only by combining the practical experience of engineers and specialists with the editorial experience of ·textbook writers. Each Instruction
paper must cover certain definite portions of the subject, but must not be so
long .as to cause the student to do an unusual amount of studying before he
begins to answer the questions in his examin'ation; and the texts must. be kept
abreast of industrial development.
Al\'ALYSIS OF STUDENT PERSONNEL,

Students taking these courses come from all walks of life. In a 'recent investigation of the records of over 30,000 cori·espondence students, 1,000 of them
were tabulated. It was found that when they enrolled they represented a
total of 122 occupations, mostly unskilled labor. At the time they reported
their progress the greater proportion had obtained positions demanding executive and constructive ability. Of these 1,000 men, 696 had become chemists,
superintendents, managers, general managers, contractors, architects, and!
so on; 65 per cent of them had never had more than a limited elementary edu·
cation. The foregoing figures prove the everyday practical value of the service
rendered by correspondence instruction.
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Rut there are many forces at work to prevent students from studying regularly, and encouragen1ent and inspirational !,etters to students who fail to
study are prom inent features having tremendous value in this work.
Another important function of these schools which is making them more
useful is the placement service. Employers and students benefit alike from
this, as is attested by thousands of letters of appreciation which are being
recei ved in this connection. The majority of employers are gt·eatly interested
in theit· student employees, and base promotions in a large degree upon their
~tudy record.
RELATION TO APPRENTICE TRAINING.

Let us consider for a moment the possible application of instruction paper and
examination method to the group plan, as illustrated by apprentice classes,
corporation schools, vocational cooperative engineering groups, and so on.
Appt·enticeship is undergoing a complete t·eorganization on account of the
changing conditio~s in industry. The greatest lack in corporation apprent!ce
schools is that of suitable textbooks. Individual instruction in some form must
be employed, because of the fact that apprentices of different trades attend
the school at the same time, and they may be first, second, third, or fourth year
boys. Short courses prepar ed especially for a pprentices give the best results.
Some corporation schools other than those for apprentice groups use the
correspondence methods. This enables the corporation to provide a wide range
of courses, decrease the amount of supervision, and cut down the cost of
operation.
In vocational classes the need for individual instruction has long been recognized, and the only satisfactory texts are those relating. to the particular
occupatii>us involved. For such purposes the correspondence method ot!'ers
su~erior service to students.
The textbooks of correspondence schools are being used more and more in
engineering schools and other institutions of collegiate grade, and this method
of individual instruction is capable of easy adaptation to the t·equirements of
cooperative engin eet·ing and extension courses.
The results of correspondence instl'Uction are everywhere apparent. Thousands of letters could be produced to show what national leade rs in education
and industry think of it. Our own Commissioner Claxton some time .ago made
the following statement:
I fully believe in the principle of instruction by correspondence for those who
are unable to attend schools and for those who wish to continue their work in
any subject or group of subjects beyond w hat they at·e able to get in the schools.
It has stood the test of 30 years' time. The demand for students on the part
of employers indicates that those who have made progress in their study have
learned how to work independently and to depend upon t heir O\Vn initiative.
They have developed traits of character which a re of inestimable value to their
E'lllployers.
In view of the . res ults which have already been attained , the numerous experiments which have been carried on in order to determine what features are
the most successful, it is apparent that that method is most important which
emphasizes the educational service to students and which may be applied without loss of efficiency to the case of one or a thousand students, and to gt·oups,
whether such gt·oups are studying the same or different cour ses. It is most successful where it is given as instruction parallel to t he everyday work, so that
students may make daily practical applications of lessons lea rned.
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The number of students who might, in the future, be taking correspondence
courses is limited only by the number of individuals who can not attend resident
schools and who desire further instruction.
One word about the cost. Education must be paid for, whether it be through
public taxation, endowment, or by the individual who profits directly from the
instruction. There are a large number of people who believe that adult education should not be given at public expense, and furthermore, there are many
men and women who prefer to pay for their education.
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ADAPTED TO ADULT STUDENTS IN INDUSTRIAL
PLANTS.

By

RUSSELL

N.

KEPP EL.

In order to provide a background or foundation for my Ideas about instructional material for adult students in industrial plants, I intend to present some
opinions about the function of such material with any group of students In
industry, r egardless of age.
By instructional material we mean educational machinery, such as printed
matter, texts, bulletins, pamphiets, articles, etc., and problems, charts, graphs,
and forms that can be used in the process of developing the individua l in and
through his works.
In deciding wha t the function of such rna ter!al is I think the decision should
be based on whether it is the best or most.effect ive -mach!ne to use.
There are two possible functions of printed matter, as a text and as a
reference.
As a. te.xt.-When printed matter is used as a text by instntctors in industry
It is, in my opinion, a poor substitute for the work that they themselves should
perform. In some cases it is a good substitute fo r poor instructors, and perhaps its use as a substitute for the instructor or :ts a crutch for lame Instructors to lean upon is its most prevalent and most abused function in many
industrial training departments and schools.
Printed matter used as a text is a misused and ineffective educational laborsaving device fo r passing out knowledge. When so used with groups of plant
students, particularly adults, in some plants it is worthless. I shall later show
why this is so.
ACQUISITION OF KNO WLEDGE IS NOT THE CHIEF AU£.

The mere passing out of knowledge should not be the aim of educational
work of any kind. We do want plant people to acquire knowledge, but in doing
so we should put . them through the most effective educat ional process that
insures the permanent acquisition of it, and at the same time gives them
increased mental power; which In my opinion is the greater of the two. Industry requires men with knowledge, but it also requires men who can perceive,
reason, and form judgments when in situations beyond their previous lm~wledge
or experience.
This mental power and the permanent acquisition of knowledge can not be
effectively brought about through the medium of printed matter used as a text
with the average group of plant people, particularly the ones I have reference to. ·
Printed matter as a text is preserved knowledge that the writer has thought
out or acquired from experience. It saves the students from the t11ought and
experience that they should have. It is an inanimate lecturer with not only all
85021°-22-2
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the infirmities that animate lectures have, but additional ones as well. We all
know that lecturing is the easiest, laziest. and m.o st ineffective method of teaching, particularly plant people.
·
The best aid to securing the fullest development of individuals is a competent Instructor-- an instructor who understands that his function is to be in
the background arranging experiences for his or her lea rners, encouraging,
l,'1liding, stimulating them as they individually require, drawing out from them
and not pouring in the knowledge induced by their mental or physical experiences. In other words, he is ·one who simply but indirectly assists the students
or learners to develop themselves in the work. Printed matter, were it to contain the wisdom of Solomon, would indeedbe a rank substitute for. such an
instructor.
So far in my work in industry I have never used printed matter as a text,
and in my present frame of mind I can see no satisfactory use to which I can
put it, with the men I am working with.
As a reterence.-Printed matter, such as th_e machinery handbooks, containing
formulas, might be used as a reference to advantage. ~ have also used some
of the books in the International Library of Technology, and expect to acquire
some more of them, particularly . for my own and the instructors' use. Of
course, they s hould also 'be available for students.
'
I developed some printed matter to be used in connection with foremanship
training_~hat I conducted in one plant, and have started the development of a
set of materials for the executives in the Bayonne plant. It is my intention
that the material will be given out after the instructing operation bas taken
place for use as a reference.
With executives it is difficult to supervise and . check up the application on
the job of the ideas discussed or developed in the classroom, in spite of the fact
that provision is made for supervising it. So, in order to provide a record
and a means of refreshing their memory concerning the matter discussed or
developed in the classroom, the printed matter is given them. I wish -to
emphasize the fact that all the ideas contained in the printed matter were
d eveloped from and by the men in the classroom, on the job, or at home.
The printed matter which is suitably written and arranged and given oQt
after class discussion is more frequently read by the men, for they h ave covered
the subject in class and worked out much of it; so that it is within their
understanding.
Problems.- Providing problems for students to work out upon their job, in a
classroom, or at home is a sour ce of considerable help in developing tbe_ir
thinking powers. They enforce mental activity.
ANALYSIS OF A GROUP OF PLANT MEN.

An analysis was made of a group of 125 plant men who desired some technical classes after their worldng hours. It is work in which it will be possible
to use all the varieties of instructional material that I have mentioned.
T hey are a ll adults, their average age being approximately 30 years. Of
these ·125 men, 88, or about 70 per cent, left grammar school without graduating; 6! years was the average length of schooling for these men; 14. or about
11 per cent, graduated from grammar school, and did not go to high school:
20, or about 16 per cent, entered high school but did not finish; 1 graduated
from high school and went no further ; 1 attended college but did not graduate;
1 graduated from college; 6 of these men attended night school. .
This group of men beat the record of the men in the Army during the war,
for I understand that in the Army only about 9 per cent entered high school.
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In another plant a rough analysis of over. 300 foremen from all parts of the
country showed that about" 5 graduated from college, 2 could not rend or
write, about 25 attended high school, and the remainder had varying amounts
<>f elementary schooling only. Most of them had considerable difficulty in expressing themselves on paper. Their average ,age was about 35 years.
OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE.

M9st of the first group are In work that does not require what might uc
termed ·" a very high degree of iritelllgence." Consequently, their mental develOPment has not been seriously augmented by their ·work. In fact, their work·
has confined them within narrow mental as well. as narrow physical limits.
The second group had a different experience; · most of them had traveled
considerably; the nature ot their work r equired it, and tl::ieir executive work
naturally tended to broaden them. Few of them did any reading or studying
to any extent. The newspapers were undoubtedly their most prevalent form
<>f reading matter. They were never· real stvdents, and their meager schooling
had beerr left some y"ears behin~ them. It would l1~ve been Impossible for
them to handle printed matter as a text, even had there been a desire "to do so.
They certainly were interested In the problems ' and. forms that were given
them; and only a few did not fill them out. Most of tb,e latter were either
unable or found lt too much of a· task to do so.
While with the Shipping Board we were provided with instructional material that Included printed matter, problems, forms, etc., to be used In making
mechanics into instructors. It is the best and most adaptable material that
I have seen. MY own experience with it showed that the men had to be
trained to use it before they could get much of value from it. It was used as
a supplement to the instructor and not as a substitute for him.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.

In all these groups the men were mentally alert and quick to grasp Ideas.
In everyday language not much could "be put over on them." They were not
what one would call trained thinkers, nor deep thinkers. Some of them, of
course, were excellent in both r espects, particularly those who had had considerable and varied experience ~n shouldering responsibilities. None of them
that I can recall were abstract thinkers. All their lives they have been accustomed to dealing with concrete situations, and so experienced difficulty in handling abstract material of any kind. They would lose interest, and rightly ·so,
if such material were given them. Invariably they were hungry after knowledge
in which they could see a benefit.
'They are accustomed in their work to accomplishing something tangible.
Reading printed matter is slow and difficult, and the results too intangible. But
give them a problem to work out, or any other job, so that when they have
completed it they can see a definite accomplishment, and they will be interested.
In other words, whatever instruction material is used, it should actually
further reui individual development, and it must be adapted to the men. Failure will follow any attempt to adapt the men to the work.
What should be the characteristics of printed material? As can be seen
from the preceding analysis, the aver.age men in the industrial plants in which
these groups work a re not in the habit of using printed 'material, particularly
heavy matter. Whatever material is used must be carefully prepared.
My experiences with these and ~imil a r groups bav.e convinced me that printed
m aterial should not be given out in large doses, or else it will not be rearl
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through. It is most interesting when saturated . with concrete cases within
their experience. It should cover work and cases discussed in class.
The style of English and sentence structure have considerable to do with
making it interesting and intelllgible. TJ}e English should be correct, but
localisms, barbarisms, solecisms, etc., are permissible. Sentences should be
short. Short paragl"aphs are also an aid.
PROBLEMS.

The problem shouJd be well within the range of probability, ProJ:!lems of the
variety of the one given in every arithmetic class about .a cow -being fastened
to a stake by a 50-foot chain and asking how many squa,re feet of terra firma
she grazes over should not be included. They must be practical, require thought
to solve, and within the grasp of the stuqents. Nothing is .so discouraging to
adult students as failure to solve their problems. It .hurts their pride to fail. .
They feel that they are in the kid's class.
Adult students in particular, at least those I have had experience with, want
to know whethe~ their solutions are correc.t o~ not. . They do not want them
thrown into the wastepasket.
If a problem is not solve9 correctly, a question is. written near it whil.!h leads
the man to further thought and enables him to correct his own mistake.
Considerable tact is required in the handling of the men in .connectiqn with
these problems. Most of them express themselves so poorly that one must look
for ideas aud read between the lines. Unless a man actually seeks assistance .
with his grammar, spell~ng, etc., I think .it, should not be. offered him. Most .
of them are conscious arid sensitive of their defects in this direction, an.d will
quickly stop this outside work if these defects are point.ed out~
FORMS.

In connection with foremanship work we developed a number of forms or
charts for the foreman to fill out. Strictly speaking, these forms are problems.
They serve as a guide for their thinking: They seemed to create more interes't
and thought than the printed problems.
SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS: DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF SUPPLEMENTARY
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL IN VOCATIONAL TRAINING WORK.
By CHARLES

R.

ALLEN.

(1) Selection of matcrial.-In laying out a program for a given class meeting, should any instruction material be used? If so, what form and type will
best serve as a labor-saving device? The following points should be considered':
(a) Can the members of the class get the idea readily from the printed
page 'I
(b) Has the discussion reached a stage where supplementary material will·
definitely assist In development .of clear and progressive thinking?
(c) Will a call for a report assist in stating or defining a situation?
(d) Has the discussion reached a stage where some outside work in prepara-·
tlon for the next meeting can be safely called for?
(e) Can productive discussion be promoted by presenting cases outlined In ·
written form?
(f) Wlll a summary of the discussions and conclusions help in getting the
worl{ forward?
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(g) Will wall charts be of advantage?
(h) Will information on paper sen·e the purpose, and save the breath and
time of the leader?
(2) E(fecti·11e 1'se of material.-In using instruction material, conference
leadet·s fall into two groups:
(a) One type (with an educational background) tends to use it too much,
:and to use it wrongly; he emphasizes " textbooks, reference readings,'' etc., In
approved school style.· Because he Is dealing with a group not used to tl\ese
methods, he is in danger of killing Interest, confusing the learners, and imp airing the efficiency of the work.
(b) The other type (with a plant background) tends to go to the other extreme ; he usually has a contempt for " book stuff,'' and wants to " talk things
-out."
Of the two types the second is the safer. But he uses more time and accomplishes less than he would if he were to make intelligent use of the right kind
()f rna terial.
(3) Analysis and classification forms.-For examples, see Federal Board
:Bulletin No. 36, II, pages 165, 167. Chiefly useful in the "breaking in" stages,
in defining situations; also in assigning home work after class 'discussion.
( 4) Repot·ting forms.- Useful in early stages, since they call only for statements of fact, and do not require· power of analysis. The " laundry llst." ·see
ibid, page 165.
(5) Inst?·uction notes.-General valQe that of time saver or reference. May
be used also to start a discussion. Value depends on careful observance of
certain conditions :
(a) Use of appropriate vocabulary,
(b) Statements' direct, concrete, to the point.
(c) Carefully written for special use.
(d). Use of the language of the plant.
(6) References, readings., etc.-Use In "developmental" course differs from
use In "informational" course. In some cases used by leader, In other cases
used by the Class.
(7) Tupes of instr,iction notes.-(a) Informational-used when Information
is in possession of leader but not of class; definitions, classification terms,
"auxiliary information," etc.
(b) Summaries-of conclusions and gener al principles developed In conference, formulated for use In subsequent discussion or future reference.
(c) Incomplete dlscussion'-The most difficult to prepare in effect.Ive form;
the ruost useful when properly prepared and used.
(8) Fit means to end.-In every case the end in view must be carefully considered, and supplementary instructional material selected and adapted and
utilized so as to accomplish that end.
CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION IN INDUSTRY,

By

ROBERT

H.

SPAHR,

Place of correspondence instruction methods in industry. Does this method
fill a need in industry? If so, is It utilized profitably?
.
The purpose of indttstry is the ·payment of dividends. Industry must have
competent workers ; results are in proportion to the training which the workers
have had; the workers must be intelligent with reference to the work they are
expected to do.
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Correspondence-study methods are considered by many. to be the most practicable plan which has been proposed thus far for meeting the educational needs
of the worker. All agree that it is a very real test of the individual; succe.s s
requires a great amount of energy, ambition, persistence. For this reason a
very large per cent of those -..vho complete correspondence courses actually succeed in life.
Industry is very glad to receive reports of the achievements of employees whoare trying to improve themselves by means of cop-espondence courses. Theresults of such work should have a definite relation to promotion in the plant.
We feel that the individual who is ambitious and energetic enough to carry on
a correspondence course successfully is worthy of special attention from the·
office.
REA SO N S ASS IGNED FOR ENROLLMENT.

(1) In most cases these reasons are purely p.e rsonal. A plant executive desires help along some special line, for example; he is unwilling to enter au
evening school, or any other class in which he may possibly meet one of his
men. Or, the individual has business or family obligations which prevent.
attendance at school; some are sensitive because of their age, and will not go·
to school again; others live too far away from available opportqnities.
(2) Frequently a definite need exists for a particular cou1;se for a specifie
purpose. For example, a man can save time and energy in his work by the use·
of the slide rule. A brief course of five or six le8sons on the sliue rule will
meet this special need. An engineer may be preparing a paper on some special
topic on which he needs· specific help.
Incidentally, it is difficult to overemphasize the importance of prElparing theselessons in, short unit courses. The student mortality in Co\uses of 20 lessons
has been found to be about twice as great ·as in courses of 10 lessons.
Some figures were shown, taken from a study of the records of 1,200 employees who are taking . correspondence courses, indicating the motives fortaking the ·work which were most frequentl y reported, occupations, and the likP..
Of the 1,200 "employees, 76 per cent were clearly beyond school or college age ;.
only 55 individuals were of high-school age. Obviously the correspondenceinstruction is not duplicating the work of other educational agencies.
We in industry ar e vitally interested in the fact that so many of our people
are enrolled in correspondence courses. We are concerned to see that they arenot sold something which they can not assimilate. We are glad to see them
t aking these courses, if the work is properly organized and presented in such
a way as to be helpful.
SUl\fMARY.

·In summarizing the discussion Dr. Snedden expressed the opnuon that this.
topic is of greater significance to the future of industl'ial education than appearson th e surface.
It is important that we as educators •find ways and means of delivering far
more of educational sen ·ice for less money. Education is becoming more and
more costly, a nd larger and larger proportions of our people are availing themselves of its ad\'antages. 'W e are at the stage where we must assure ourselves
and the taxpayers that we nre giving the maximum of l'eturn for every dollar
spent on education.
We must not lose sight of the fact that the aim of good teaching is to render
the teacher unnecessary-- to make the student as nearly independent of the
teacher as possible, by giving him the ability to direct his own further studies.
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We must develop the continuation school along the line of individual instruction if we expect to get very far with it, and the plan of using instruc~ion sheets,
job sheets, and problem sheets, as discussed here at this conference, should be
most suggestive to those wl).o are working in this field.
Most of the exlsting textbooks are open to serious criticism of being "highbrow " products, designed generally for the higher intellectual levels. This is
a fundamental defect which makes them practically useless for a large proportion of working people. We must address ourselves to the task of developing
series of suitable textbooks which will be adapted to, say, sixth-grade level ot
intelligence.
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